




Mince Pies (so called because they contained shredded or minced meat) were 
baked in oblong casings to represent Jesus' crib, and it was important to add three 
spices (cinnamon, cloves and nutmeg) for the three gifts given to the Christ child by 
the Magi. The pies were not very large, and it was thought lucky to eat one mince 
pie on each of the twelve days of Christmas (ending with Epiphany, the 6th of 
January).

All manner of food would be served at Christmas. The most popular main 
course was goose, but many other meats were also served. Turkey was first 
brought to Europe from the Americas around 1520 (its earliest known 
consumption in England is 1541), and because it was inexpensive and quick to 
fatten, it rose in popularity as a Christmas feast food.

Medieval Christmas Food
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Father Christmas had been a figure in English history since medieval times. He was the 
personification of the Christmas spirit of goodwill, but he did not bring gifts. He came from Odin, 
with a blue-hooded cloak and white beard with a wreath around his head.

St Nicholas, as the Christian saint visited Dutch children on Christmas eve and children would leave 
out straw filled clogs which he would then fill with sweets. If the children were bad a birch rod 
would left instead of the sweets.



It was Prince Albert’s enthusiasm for 
Christmas that popularised the celebration 
through the press. Early trees were placed 
in pots on tables and presents left 
unwrapped under the tree, or on the tree 
with little tags to identify the recipients. By 
the 1880s the Norway Spruce was being 
used as a large floor standing tree. 
Popular authors of the day such as Charles 
Dickens idealised these Christmas 
celebrations.





Other traditions were well established by the Edwardian period. Christmas cards 
were first commercially produced in 1843 by Henry Cole, and by the 1860s the 
custom had spread through the upper and middle classes. By the 1870s cheap rate 
postage led to a dramatic increase in the sending of cards, so during the 
Edwardian period card giving was a well established custom

Edwardian card Victorian card

Card of today

Charity cards
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Victorian Gifts if you were lucky

Another commercial Christmas industry was borne by Victorians in 1848 when a 
British confectioner, Tom Smith, invented a bold new way to sell sweets. Inspired 
by a trip to Paris where he saw bon bons – sugared almonds wrapped in twists of 
paper – he came up with the idea of the Christmas cracker: a simple package filled 
with sweets that snapped when pulled apart. The sweets were replaced by small 
gifts and paper hats in the late Victorian period, and remain in this form as an 
essential part of a modern Christmas.



Between 1900 and 1920 Christmas became increasingly commercial; there was a 
dramatic increase in the giving of gifts to children and people having Christmas trees. 
The ‘Book of the Home’ explains how to decorate a Christmas tree in the early 1900s, 
with bon-bons, toys, dolls and baskets of sweets. Christmas stockings first appeared in 
the mid-1800s as an American adaptation of a Dutch tradition, with stockings being 
hung on the bed or hearth. In 1881 one magazine describes a little boy's stocking as 
having 2 bags of sweets, pocket knife, oranges, almonds, raisin and 2 jockey’s caps.



The Christmas Truce of 1914 was an initiative of the soldiers on both sides; it was 
a mark of human solidarity and fraternity against the political and military 
architects of World War I. The Spirit of Christmas in December 1914 prevailed. It 
did not happen every where though and the government were against it.

WW1 and the Christmas truce



In ancient times the 
Druids believed that 
mistletoe would 
bring good luck and 
health.

The custom of singing Christmas carols, defined as a festive song of rejoicing, is said to have come from 13th. 
century Italy where St. Francis of Assisi led songs of praise. Carolling in England goes back to the Middle Ages 
when beggars, seeking food, drink or money would wander the streets singing holiday songs. 

The Children’s Society first introduced 
Christingle to The Church of England in 
1968, and it has since become one of the 
most popular events for families and 
communities in the church calendar.

Roast Turkey dinner



Memories are made of this





Have a very Merry Christmas and 
a Happy New Year everyone.
Thank you all for your support.
Love Sharon xx
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